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A BIG thank you must go to the committee for all the hard work and dedication throughout the

Season’s Greetings !

year - not just for the workshops but also to the various other responsibilities they all have remembering that it’s all done out of the goodness of their hearts and considering the amount
of work and spare time that it takes to fulfil these functions. Quite a few workshops were produced during 2016, which were all very successful due to member participation. Thank you to
you all !
Good luck with the F-Stop year end competition, enter your best images for the year.
Our theme for next month is “Story in four” I only gave some examples, however you can
enter 4 pictures after each other for next month theme.

We hope you have enjoyed the magazines throughout the year.
HAVE A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A FANTASTIC NEW YEAR ! ! !
Annaline Werth

EDITOR’S NOTE

The Judges for F-stop Images were:
January : Leatitia Kenny
February: Theo van der Merwe
March: Robbie Aspeling
April: Francios Rousseau
May: Tony Stacey
June: Paula Rutherford
July: Nico Strydom
August: Errol Wagg
September: Anne D”Olveira
October : Martin Barber
November: Evelyn Gibson & Francios Venter

Wilma Keuler

1 Star to 2 Star (Digital)

Congratulations!!

JANUARY 2016 COVER: “Danelle” by Marthinus Odendaal

Inspired by our January Cover Image, here are some tips on

PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY

1. Background. Background plays a vital role to a portrait. Portrait is all about someone’s

face. So it is important to have a background which is not interfering with the subject. A simpler
and less cluttered background works better for portraits. However, sometimes surroundings
may need to be considered to bring out the personality of the subject.
The same applies to almost all types of portraits. In most cases, it is a good idea to blur or dim
the background. This can be accomplished by using a zoom lens and shooting from a short
distance or with a wide aperture manual setting.
2. Light. If you take the portrait in natural light, you have the best chance of getting a great
look with the natural colors and skin tones. However, shooting outdoors may be tricky, as you
may not be able to control the light in most situations. Make sure that you don’t pose the subject right in front of the sun. This may cause unwanted brightness or deep shadow. Shooting in
mid-day also should be avoided as much as possible. For best results, position the subject in
such a way that sunlight falls on the face from the side. You may also use reflectors or an external flash to light up some parts of the face. If you are shooting indoors, make sure that you

JANUARY 2016 COVER: “Eyes” by Annaline Werth

3. Aperture. Try different apertures. A wide open aperture (with a lower number) will blur the
background and make the subject stand out. A smaller aperture (with a higher number) will
make the whole scene come into better focus. Typically f/2.0 to f/5.0 is good for portraits.
4. Focus. As it is said, “Eyes are the mirrors of mind.” That’s true in portraits, too. When taking portraits, your focus should be your model’s eyes. Eyes have a lot of stories to tell, and as
a good portrait photographer; you should be able to bring those out in your photographs.

5. Angle and Pose. Pose and the angle of the body and face play a key role. Looking straight
at the camera with motionless expression can be boring. Try to flare up your portraits with
some twist. Maybe it is an inviting smile, a sexy expression, a flamboyant look, tilting the chin
down or up, turning the head back while walking forward, or sitting and looking up

6. Get high or get low. Taking a portrait is not always shooting at the eye level. Positioning
the camera high or low while keeping the focus on the eyes brings out interesting features and
adds different flavors to the portraits. So make the model sit, stand up, climb up to the stool or
ladder or stairs and shoot. Or you go high, climb up, or position your camera high and shoot

ARTICLE FROM:
www.picturecorrect.com - (tips and tricks for better portrait)

Inspired by our February Cover Image,
here are some tips on how to . . . . . . . .
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1. Start with Your Pet’s Personality
Before you start photographing your pet ask yourself ‘what sets it apart from other animals?’ Think about
what type of personality it has and then attempt to capture some of that in your shots. Alternatively if your
pet is hyperactive, inquisitive and always on the move it might be better to do your shoot at a local park
where it’s racing around, jumping for balls or playing with other animals.

2. Think about Context
In choosing the location to photograph your pet you might want to consider a variety of other factors also. For
starters choose a place where your pet will be comfortable and at ease. Also consider the familiarity of the
location and the emotions that it will evoke in you as the pets owner. For example you might have a place that
you and your pet have had some special moments together that will mean a lot in the future as you look back
over your shots. Lastly consider the background of your shots. Ultimately you don’t want your backgrounds
to be distracting from your photo – sometimes the best locations are the plainest ones – a large patch of green
grass, a well lit room with white walls and plain carpet etc can be ideal. Of course this can also be tool plain
and sterile – my motto is that if the different elements in the background of the shot don’t add to it avoid
them.

3. Get in Close
Pets come in all shapes and sizes but in most cases they are smaller than a human and as a result they tend to
end up getting a little lost in photos unless you make an effort to get up close to them. Of course getting close
is not always easy, especially if you have a pet that likes to move around, but it’s worth making the effort as
the detail that can be gained and the personality that can be captured by an up close and personal photo shoot
with a pet can really lift a photo to a new level. If you can’t physically get close to your pet get your camera
equipped with a zoom lens.

4. Get On Their Level
Get down on your pets level where you can look upon them eye to eye. Images taken by a photographer
standing up and looking down on their level not only leave you too far away from your subject but they also
mean the shots end up having a very ‘human perspective’. Getting down on your pets level means you enter
their world and get a glimpse of what life looks like from their angle – you’ll be impressed by the results as
they are more personal and have a real element of intimacy.

FEBRUARY 2016 COVER: “Hasie” by Arnold Bester

5. Lighting
Light makes any photograph what it is and when it comes to pets it’s especially important. In general I wouldn’t recommend using a flash as they tend to distract pets and
in some cases will even frighten them. The other issue with flashes is that they can create
spooky red-eye problems with some animals (in the same way they do with humans).
Natural light is a much better option than using a flash and so where possible outside
photo shoots tend to work best (or at least in a well lit window inside). The only exception I would give for using a flash is when your pet has very dark (or black) fur as it
tends to absorb light and a flash can add detail. With dark fury pets you might want to
slightly over expose your images for this same reason. Alternatively with white pets you
run the risk of over exposing shots so try to find a location out of direct sunlight and
definitely avoid a flash.

6. Catch them Unawares
Posed shots can be fun and effective but one thing I love to do (whether it be with animals or people) is to photograph them candidly paparazzi style. I have very fond memories of stalking a friend’s dog as he played in a back yard one day. I took shots while he
dug up flowers, as he buried a bone, as he fell chased a bee around and ask he sat contentedly with his head sticking out of his dog house. The whole time I photographed him
he was barely aware of my presence so the shots were very natural without me distracting the dog from his ‘business’.

ARTICLE FROM:
www.digital-photography-school.com - (how to photography pets)

Inspired by our March Cover Image, here are some tips on: Landscape Photography!!
MARCH 2016 COVER: “Sunrise on the farm” by Richard Hudson
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6. Use Live View in conjunction with full magnification to manually focus.
Thank God for Live View!

1. Shoot close to sunrise and sunset to achieve more balanced exposures. Shooting during

the harsh daylight produces very contrasty light, and it’s difficult to capture details in both the
shadow and highlight areas.

2. Compose an image to exclude more and include less. Remove any element that doesn’t

7. Shoot waterfalls under overcast conditions. This allows the shutter to remain
open for longer in order to achieve that nice silky water movement that you see so
often and wonder how it is done! Alternatively, shoot in shutter priority mode (Tv)
and dial in a shutter speed of at least 1/15 seconds, or better still use an ND filter to
achieve the same effect.

add to the image. Simplicity is often the key!

8. To achieve turquoise blue water, shoot when the sun is directly positioned
3. Shoot in RAW format for maximum quality if you’ll be doing any post-processing. This overhead (i.e., around midday).
is really a big deal!
4. Switch to manual focus, focus one-third of the way into a scene, and do not use the
smallest aperture of the lens (e.g. f/22). Instead use at least 2–3 stops up from the smallest
opening in order to achieve sharper images.
5. Use a remote cable release or the self timer in addition to a tripod to increase sharpness. This makes such a big different especially when long exposures are required! To increase
sharpness even further, engage the camera’s mirror lock-up feature if it comes with one.

9. Compose a scene with naturally occurring lead-in lines within the foreground

and use them to guide the viewer to the main subject. An interesting but not dominant foreground also gives the image depth.
10. Shoot at the lowest possible ISO (e.g., 100) to produce the best possible quality
images. Using a tripod will be a big advantage!

TIPS FROM: http://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/10-landscape-photography-tips-beginner-and-advanced/

Inspired by our April Cover Image,
here are tips for CREATING fresh
APRIL 2016 COVER:
“Canna Study” by Rickus Barnard

FLOWER

ideas

3. Watch out for wind: When it comes to photographing flowers, wind is your enemy. The easiest way to avoid it is to do your photography early in the morning when there is less chance of wind. If there is a bit of wind, you can use a piece of cardboard or your reflector
to create a block. Your other option is to bring a flower inside. I photographed the flower below by taking it inside and placing it in front
of a white sheet.
4. Get closer : There are a number of ways to go about making the close up images of flowers we all love. First, you can use a telephoto
lens and zoom in to the flower. In this case, make sure you take note of the minimum focussing distance of the lens. This is usually
marked on the outside of the lens. For example, my 70-300mm telephoto lens has a minimum focusing distance of 1.5 meters (or 5 feet).
It simply will not focus on anything closer. There are a couple of solutions for getting around the minimum focussing distance problem.
One is to use extension tubes which are hollow tubes that you place between the camera and the lens. Essentially the tubes move the
lens farther away from the camera’s sensor which allows the lens to focus on closer objects. The other solution is to use a close-up filter
which works like a magnifying glass and attaches to the end of your lens. Finally, you can use a dedicated macro lens which has the ability
to focus on objects that are close to the end of the lens.
5. Use a reflector: If your subject is in the shade, you can use a reflector to bounce some light back towards your subject and make the
flower more vibrant. 6. Avoid a cluttered background : As with every photograph, the background can make or break the image. Try to
change your position so that there is nothing distracting behind your flower. 7. Use a shallow depth of field : Shallow depth of field is
when only part of the image is sharp and the rest is soft and out-of-focus. You can achieve this by using a wide aperture (low aperture
number) such as f/4 or f/2.8. The effect is even more pronounced if you are using a telephoto lens with a wide aperture.
8. Make it sharp : Even if you are using a shallow depth of field, it is essential that at least part of the flower is sharp. Use a tripod, a cable
release or your camera’s two second timer, and the mirror lock up function for the best results. Remember that even if there doesn’t
appear to be much wind, flowers always move. If your flower isn’t sharp, try using a faster shutter speed. Finally, check your focus and if
necessary use manual focus to ensure the camera is focussed on the most important part of the subject.
1. Photograph flowers on an overcast day : Okay, not every day in spring is a sunshiny blue
9. Change your point of view : Move around and try some different angles for more interesting images.
sky day. But that’s okay because the white sky days are perfect for photographing flowers.
Try photographing the flower from behind or underneath to capture a point of view that is different from
The soft even light of an overcast day compliments the delicacy of the flowers and there are
what we see from a standing perspective.
no shadows and no harsh bright spots, which makes it easier to get a good exposure.
2. Backlight will make your flowers glow : Another type of light that is excellent for flower photography is backlight. Backlight happens when the sun is directly in front of you lighting your
flower from behind. Because flower petals are translucent, backlight makes flowers appear to
glow. Try to capture backlit flowers late in the day when the sun is close to the horizon which
will cast nice warm light on the rest of your image too. You might even be able to catch some
rays of light filtering through the trees.

10. Focus through another flower : One technique I love is focussing through another flower. Remember
how I said in tip #4 that your lens has a minimum focussing distance? You can use that to your advantage! Try positioning yourself so that another flower is in front of your main subject and very close to
the end of your lens. The secondary flower will become a blur of colour and your final image will have a
more abstract feel.

ARTICLE FROM: http://digital-photography-school.com/10-tips-for-improving-your-flower-photos/

MAY 2016 COVER IMAGE: “Super Woman” by Mike Spinks
Action Photography Tip #1: Plan ahead! Carefully plan where you will
set up. This is probably the biggest mistake for action photographers. I
can’t tell you how many parents I see on the sidelines shooting their son’s
soccer game from the middle of the field. Since the action will mostly occur near the goal, that is a much better place to set up. No matter what action you are going to shoot, you need to predict where you can be to capture
the face of the subject.
Action Photography Tip #2: Pre-focus. If the subject suddenly springs
into the frame, you might consider using a technique called pre-focusing.
Action Photography Tip #3: Shoot in short bursts rather than one long
bursts. This will prevent your buffer from filling up, which could cost you
the shot. I usually shoot action in three shot bursts, wait a second, then
shoot another burst. To do this, turn your camera to continuous high drive
mode.
Action Photography Tip #4: Give the subject space to move. For fastmoving subjects, the best composition is usually to allow some space on the
side of the photo where they are traveling. For example, the photo featured
on this page has more space on the left side of the frame, since that is where
the person is jumping to. This composition will feel much more comfortable to the viewer so they don’t wonder what’s in front of the person.

Inspired by our May
Cover Image
here are

For Sports
Photography
Action Photography Tip #5: Get a fast memory card! This can help prevent your camera from slowing down if the memory card write speed is the bottleneck in your system. Not sure which
memory card to buy? Check out this post.
Action Photography Tip #6: Don’t miss the face. Capturing the expression on the face of the subject will add much more drama to the photo. Did you notice the face of the guy jumping into the icy
water?
Action Photography Tip #7: Shoot JPEG. Action photography is one of the only times that I switch over to JPEG. Since JPEG files are much smaller than RAW files, most DSLRs can capture a
few more frames per second on JPEG than RAW.
Action Photography Tip #8: Get down low. One of the most important–and lesser-known–composition tips is that shooting from down low will make your subject look powerful. Look at any picture of a CEO in Forbes or Business Week and you’ll see that they are often shot from a low angle to make the person seem like a towering giant. The same is true in action shots, where photographers generally want to make the subject look dramatic and powerful.
Action Photography Tip #9: Shoot with two eyes open. I learned this trick from teaching classes in shotgun shooting. Closing one eye lessens your ability to determine depth and hinder’s your
eye’s ability to track movement. It takes some practice, but I always shoot sports and action with two eyes open, and it seems to help me get the shot.
Action Photography Tip #10: Don’t mash the shutter button! Just because you’re shooting action doesn’t mean you should forget last week’s tips on getting sharper photos.

TIPS AND QUOTES FROM: http://improvephotography.com/736/10-tips-for-capturing-action-packed-moments/

PLANTS PHOTOGRAPHY

JUNE 2016 COVER: “Seeds to Go” by Esaias de Bruyn

In terms of gear, all of the photographs discussed below have been created using a 100mm macro lens, a helpful but not
essential tool. In my case, I use the Canon 100mm L f/2.8 lens but a basic macro lens or moderate telephoto lens from any
manufacturer can work (the shorter the minimum focusing distance, the better). For the photographs with sharpness
throughout, I selected a smaller aperture like f/16 or f/22 to get all of the main elements in focus (whereas smaller apertures
on other lenses can degrade image quality, I have found that my particular lens still performs well at its limits). For those
photos relying on low depth-of-field as a key technique, I selected a wider aperture like f/2.8 or f/4 to help pleasantly blur
some of the details.
For all of the photos, I set up my lens quite close to the subject, often only inches away. In some cases, like the photo above,
I set up a tripod and experiment with small changes until I find the composition I like most since small changes can often
make a big difference with these types of photographs. For other photos, like the low depth-of-field examples below, I handhold my camera so I can freely move back and forth to experiment with small changes in position.
At least for landscape photographers, embracing low depth of field and the out of focus elements that come with it can be a
major shift in mentality. When photographing small subjects like plants or flowers, low depth of field can often transform a
subject from the literal to the abstract. Instead of photographing petals or stems or leaves, you are instead photographing
lines and shapes like seen in the images above. These abstracts that can emerge make low depth of field an excellent creative
technique when photographing plants.
In the case of the top photograph of a seed pod (about two inches in diameter), getting close, using a wide aperture like
f/2.8, and experimenting with different focus points, I could emphasize the radiating nature of the plant’s center. The same
plant looks entirely different with a slightly shifted focus point and different perspective in the second photograph, with the
seeds looking like upside down umbrellas. Images of the same subject taken within minutes of each other demonstrates the
difference that a slight change in focus, depth of field, and perspective can make when working close to a subject using a
wide aperture.
Although it is one of the more difficult types of light to photograph, backlighting – when the light source is behind your subject – can often add interest and mood to a photograph. I laid on the ground eye-level with these bare winter bushes and
faced into the low sun, using shallow depth of field to render bits of the light and bushes out of focus. Fuzzy subjects, like
these pussy willows, cactus, and many flowers, catch backlighting well, giving a subject a natural glow that can translate well
into a photograph. These images can take a lot of experimentation, persistence, and perfecting your technique to come together so be prepared to try again if your first attempt does not work out as you might have hoped.
In almost all cases when photographing plants, I get quite close to my subject (often right at my lens’s minimum focusing distance). Getting close can help eliminate distractions, isolate your subject
for a better composition, and emphasize the abstract elements of your subject. In the case of the subject above, each small rosette is about the size of a pencil eraser and the fist-sized plant itself was
surrounded by rocks and dirt. A closer perspective helps eliminate all of those potential distractions, allowing the subject t of the photograph – the repeating rosettes – to fill the frame.
Article: https://photographylife.com/six-tips-for-better-photographs-of-plant

1. Choose Strong Shapes : Shapes help to form the structure upon which an abstract image is created. When searching out
good subjects for abstract photography, concentrate on finding strong shapes. Look for pleasing, interesting or dynamic shapes.
They will add structure to your photograph and attract the viewer’s attention. Strong geometrical shapes with straight edges and
angled corners, such as these markings on the sidewalk, will give your photo the most powerful visual impact. For a more subtle
impact, choose softer organic shapes such as pebbles and flowers. Think about how to best capture the shape in the image and
what angle to shoot it from.

2. Get Up Close : An easy way to create an unfamiliar image of a familiar subject is to photograph it close up. Shooting from a close
angle reveals detail that you may not normally see. It also has the added advantage of enabling you to fill the entire frame with the
subject, eliminating unwanted backgrounds which is essential for abstract photography. So make sure you crop out all distractions
and retain only the most relevant part of the subject in your frame. If you have a macro lens , use it to get shoot even closer to your
subject. Remember, with abstract photography the aim in not to create a literal representation of the subject. Shooting from close
up enables you to capture just part of the subject.

Inspired by our July Cover Image
Here are some notes on

ABSTRACT
PHOTOGRAPHY

3. Use Colour To Grab Attention : Colour is one of the first things that attracts the attention of the viewer, especially from a distance. It also serves to hold their attention for a longer period of time. Colour

stimulates the mind and can evoke different emotions depending on the hue, saturation and combinations of colours captured. One way of using colour in abstract images is to fill the entire frame with a
single colour. The colour then becomes the main focus of the image and will have a powerful visual impact no matter what the colour is. Using highly saturated or intense colours is another way of grabbing
the viewers attention. Contrasting colours will create very dynamic photographs. The vibrant contrasting yellow and blue colours taken of a carwash from inside the car really draw your eye from one part of
the image to another and back again. Alternatively you could photograph a palette of muted, complementary colours that subtly blend into one another, such as these ice patterns on the window taken
from inside my car. This type of colour scheme tends to evoke feelings of calm and harmony. Normally over-processing is frowned upon, but with abstract images there are no rules! Try boosting the saturation or change the colour completely if you think it looks good.

4. Seek Out Texture : Using texture in your abstract images can create a strong connection with the viewer, as it encourages them to mentally want to reach out and touch the subject and feel its texture. To
capture texture in your photos, it’s usually necessary to shoot close up so that maximum detail is captured. Rough textures such as wood grain, peeling paint or rusty metal look particularly good when photographed in this way. Lighting is important too. Textured surfaces usually look their best when lit from one side and low down so that shadows and highlights are created on different sides of the protruding
surfaces. While rough textures lend themselves to close-up abstract photography, don’t forget about other textures too, such as the soft and delicate texture in this image. This was actually a plastic dust
sheet that was crumpled up on the floor when I was decorating recently. But captured close up in soft lighting it creates a ghostly abstract image.

5. Look For Repeating Patterns : Emphasizing patterns is a great way of creating an abstract image out of an

ordinary object. Using patterns can help to draw your eye around or into the image. This glass bowl was held up
to the window so that the strong light shone through it. The mixture of light and shade on the different angles of
the patterned surface really bring it to life, and your eye follows the lines of the pattern around the photo. Recurring patterns tend to create strong shapes and graphical elements which are very well suited to abstract photography. They also make your photos more interesting in terms of shape, colour and depth.

6. Use Lines And Curves : Lines can be hugely effectively in abstract photography for a number of reasons.

They add a strong visual interest and help your eye travel through and across the photo. For lines to work in
abstract photography they should be the dominant characteristic in the image, so that the lines themselves
become the main point of interest. The combination of contrasting criss-crossed lines created by the shadows
and yellow paint on these steps creates a really powerful abstract image. When using lines in your images,
remember that they tend to look better when running diagonally rather than horizontally or vertically. Diagonal
lines make the image more dynamic and provide a better overall balanced composition. As well as using
straight lines, curves are also very effective in abstract images. Curved lines create a softer and more graceful
composition. Finally, lines are great at creating interesting and geometrical shapes which add to the abstract
nature of the image. Look at all the shapes created by the curved and straight lines of this umbrella. Bear in
mind that lines in abstract images must work together in the composition. Simply having a whole bunch of lines
running in every direction won’t create a harmonious abstract composition – it will just look a mess!
Article from : http://iphonephotographyschool.com/abstract/

JULY 2016 COVER IMAGE:
“Light in the Shadows” by Maryna Vermeulen

Inspired by our AUGUST Cover Image, here are tips on:

Railway Photography

1) Always carry a camera: If you don’t

have one, you can’t make a photograph

AUGUST 2016 COVER IMAGE:
“Autumn Train” by Theo Pieters

2) Insure that your camera is ready: if it uses a battery, check to see that it’s fresh; if using a film camera,
insure it’s loaded; if using a digital camera, insure the recording card is installed and working properly; double check to see that sufficient exposures remain on the film/card to make all the photos you have planned. If
you reach the end of roll or fill your card unexpectedly, you’ll miss the critical image. 3) Always carry an
extra battery and at least one spare roll of film/recording card.

Article : http://briansolomon.com/trackingthelight
10) Study the details of railway operations so you may anticipate what and when trains will

4) If your camera has a light meter, check to see that it works; if using an automatic or program mode, be sure

run and how they will perform. The more you know, the more likely you’ll anticipate a

that these are set as you intended.5) When using auto-focus, insure it is switched ‘on’; if you focus manually,

train’s performance and apply that information to your photography. Is the train on an up-

check (and double check) your focus point.

grade or drifting? What is the track speed? Is the train approaching a junction, a station, or a

6) Don’t fight with your equipment! Select a camera that you feel comfortable using. If you aren’t happy with speed restriction? Does it run regularly or is it a special move? Will it take the next passing
your camera or it routinely malfunctions, replace it post haste.

7) Many fully automatic cameras are designed for making snapshots of children’s birthday parties and scenic
vistas, so by design may greatly limit your ability to make successful railway action photos. Especially troublesome are automatic cameras that impose an unwanted shutter delay. Although these are prolific, the only
advantages to them are high availability and low cost.

siding or run through on the main line?
11) Arrive at your desired location well before the train is expected.
12) While waiting use your time wisely: make test photos to insure everything is working
as intended. If using a digital camera carefully study test photos and check for: focus, exposure, overall composition, the locations of shadows or undesirable visual elements. If

8) Use a camera that allows you to control the shutter speed. While working a camera manually grants the

trains or equipment pass before the main attraction, always use these as practice for the

greatest operator flexibility it also requires a high-level of photographic skill and practice; using a camera in a

main event. Some photographers might dismiss this action as ‘waste of time/film/pixels’,

‘shutter priority mode’ is easier. Be sure to select a ‘fast’ shutter speed to better freeze the action and avoid

but not only will this exercise hone your skills, but in years to come you may find that the

motion blur. While the speed of the train, your relative angle to the train, and the focal length of the lens all

photo of the ordinary train dismissed on the day turns out to be more interesting than what

affect the amount of blur, in most instances a shutter speed of 1/500th second is fast enough to stop the action.

you set out to capture! 13) Repeat number 12. 14) Be patient. If you leave before the train

Any speed less than about 1/125 of a second is probably too slow for conventional railway action photog-

passes, your efforts will have been wasted. 15) Study and edit your results. While you

raphy. 9) Think ahead and select your locations carefully: select an interesting backdrop or setting—is this a

should only display photographs that satisfy your expectations; it’s important to study fail-

timeless scene or one about to change? Consider obstructions and if these may cast shadows; watch for objec-

ures and learn from your mistakes. 16) Share your work; idle photographs sitting on hard

tionable wires, line-side rubbish, trees, and other items that may detract from your planned image. Pay close

drives or stored in closets are wasted. 17) Have fun!

th

attention to lighting and watch the weather.

Boudoir photography

Inspired by our September Cover Image
here is a simple way to create a

SEPTEMBER 2016 COVER IMAGE:
“Window Beauty”
by Monica Koekemoer
Shoot from her perspective, not yours. What does she like about her body? What makes her self-conscious? Compose your images and position her so her best assets are highlighted while the things that make her self-conscious fall
into the background. Don’t know what she loves about her body? Engage her in a discussion about it beforehand – tell
her what you love about her body and then more importantly, encourage her to share her thoughts with you

Evoke emotion. How would you describe her? Is she playful? Edgy? Sexy? Shy? Talk to her as you capture images –
say things that will evoke the emotions you wish to capture. Know that she’ll feel silly with a camera trained on her, so
allow her to look away and guide her in real actions, like brushing hair away from her face. Be sure to guide her in moving at a speed your camera will be able to capture without blur. If you’re using a DSLR, modify your speed settings accordingly (shoot manual or shutter priority). Share encouraging words throughout and you’ll build her self-esteem in the
process
Look for the light. Most often, light is the main culprit behind unflattering images. Ask yourself: Where is the light falling and accordingly, where are the shadows? Overhead light creates ugly shadows beneath the eyes, while light coming from directly below creates a ghastly haunted look. Consistently pay attention to the light – its direction, color and
source. Fluorescent light is just about as unflattering as you can get, while soft diffused window light flatters skin like
nothing else can.

Watch for distortions. As a general rule, whatever is closer to the camera will look larger. This is especially so when you’re using a wide-angle lens. Position her
in diagonals to minimize and flatter.
Use arms and legs to create interest in an image. Lingerie models are adept at making beautiful triangles and shapes with arms and legs. Study the positioning of arms and legs on a lingerie site and you’ll see what I mean.
Vary your shots so you get a nice variety. Shoot close-ups that honor her favorite features, as well as full length and 3/4 shots (from head to the knee, or 75percent of the body).

Article from : http://www.digitaltrends.com/photography/boudoir-photography-valentines-

Inspired by our OCTOBER Cover Image here are some tips for creative
1. Use Manual Mode to Deal with Tricky Exposures
Low light on the stage and excessive contrast sometimes makes it difficult to get a good exposure for stage plays. Many stage
situations, be it amateur or professional will use this setup. Switch your camera to manual, and use your camera's spot meter
function to get a solid reading off one of the actors' faces. If you don't have a spot meter function, you'll need to guess the exposure through trial and error. The other thing to remember is that the lighting will differ depend on where people are standing on
stage. The obvious situation is one in which a spot light is being used. Anyone not in it will be in a darker area. The less obvious
problem is when a stage seems to all be lit up at the same time. In these cases, the lighting may look even, but most of the time,
the edges of the stage will be much darker than the middle. Sometimes this difference can be as much as a full stop. In these
cases, I still use manual to quickly switch back and forth once the correct exposures have been established

Theater

2. Use a 70-200mm Lens for Its Reach
The best lens to use depends on the distance you're from the stage. Usually a 70-200mm is a good choice, but a wide angle might be
needed for some photographs. A good lens for theater photography depends on how far from the stage you are. Anything from a wide
angle to a 50mm can be used if you are near the stage, but in most cases this isn't an option. I consider a zoom will be the more logic
option. I've used zoom lenses like a 28-135mm and a 100-400mm, but I would consider a 70-200mm to be the best choice. And it does
not have to be a f/2.8, one of the new 70-200mm f/4 will be enough. I understand many will crave the f/2.8 for its light gathering capabilities, but with modern DSLR cameras, you can use a higher ISO and live happily with an aperture of f/4. Having a constant aperture
lens is very important however. If you're maximum aperture changes when you zoom in and out, then using manual exposure becomes
very tricky.

3. Use RAW and Picture Styles to Help with Mixed White Balance
Let the camera choose the best white balance for each situation and prepare to edit each single image afterwards. For white balance,
leave it on automatic, as stage lighting is a mixed bag. This is a time to consider shooting RAW, so you can adjust white balance at the
editing stage. You need to expect to compromise, as there is no way to get all different lights to look right. In many cases, each different
image will need correcting, as there is no batch magic function. Red lights are especially troublesome. In cases when these are used, I
change the Picture Style on my camera from Standard, which is the typical default, to Neutral. If you're comfortable making a customized picture style, all you need to do is lower the contrast and saturation to your liking

4. Know the Play
5. Vary Your Composition by Creating Tight Shots
6. Know When to Capture Wide Shots
7. Understanding Theater
8. Be Aware of the Etiquette
9. Remember They're Performing for You
Photographing theater is a magic experience that you should try. Look for a local group and ask for permission to capture
them. Photographing theater should be easy. Remember that! The actors are trying to exact what you want. They are trying
to show emotion in their faces. They are trying to position themselves onstage in interesting ways. They're doing exactly
what we want all our subjects to do. So don't get so caught up the details that you forget what it is you're capturing.

https://photography.tutsplus.com/tutorials/9-essential-tips-to-shoot-classic-theater

OCTOBER 2016 COVER IMAGE:
“from Romeo and Juliet” by Marthinus Odendaal

Action

Inspired by our NOVEMBER Cover Image
here is some information on:

PHOTOGRAPHY

NOVEMBER 2016 COVER IMAGE:
“Nog n Vier” by Dawid Hollenbach
ARTICLE FROM: http://digital-photography-school.com
1) Camera Settings – Burst mode, Focal Points & Aperture Priority : When shooting any sports, make sure your camera is set to burst/continuous mode to keep up with movements of the players. This
will save you having to press the button manually for every shot. Have your camera’s focus mode to AI servo mode which is made to shoot continuous movement & for panning. Also ensuring all your
focal points are active will make sure you have optimum chance of focusing on the player with the ball. When shooting sports it is ok to have the camera in Aperture Priority mode as we’re dealing
with a really fast game and you need to be on the ball with exposure rather than having to always toggle the shutter speed manually. 2) Camera Settings – Shoot in JPG! I personally shoot in jpg as
opposed to RAW. When you’re taking so many continuous shots you’re going to want a maximum buffer speed. You’ll find when shooting soccer / netball tournaments, the parents buying the shots
aren’t going to be too fussed on quality of the image as long as you captured something at the right time. A sporting tournament can get quite messy when you’re coming out and back off the field to
download CF cards and you’re having to wait for the raw files to download. 3) Lens settings – 2.8 Is Almost An Essential! You’re going to need a fast telephoto zoom lens when photographing sports. I
shoot with a Canon 70-200 f/4 IS USM and I love it! Although indoor sports photography like bowling may require a 2.8 lens as you get another full stop of light in. 4) Lens settings – Image Stabiliser
& Focus Mode: An absolute MUST when photographing sports photography is to have IS on your lens. You want to set your lens to Image Stabiliser Mode 2. Mode 1 is only made for still subjects &
portraiture and won’t perform as well as the panning mode 2 in sporting situations. Have your focusing distance range set to 3m to Infinity mode instead of 1.2m to Infinity. This will make sure you
have the fastest focusing possible.
5) Note The Time of Day : Soccer games usually run in the morning so if you’re aiming to sell prints after the game of the individual players be sure to spread out the range of players shot. There are
certain players who like to step back more than others but it’s your responsibility as the photographer to record everyone and to maximise your profits. Take note of where the sun is and make sure
the sun is to your back when shooting. This will ensure you have your shutter speed on it’s maximum without having to worry about exposing for the faces of the players if you were shooting into the
sun. I am willing to sacrifice a little squinting and panda eyes from the players to ensure I get the right exposure. After all if you don’t nail that exposure no one is going to care about panda eyes because there won’t be a shot. Concentrate on shooting one team for the first half as they will be in the right position with the sun illuminating their fronts/faces. Then when half time is over aim to
shoot all the players on the other team as they would have switched sides on the field. 6) No Eyes! No Shot! When photographing sports, the key rule is to include the eyes of the subject and you can
never fail. If you’re shooting the back of a player, STOP! ..Wait for them to turn around (or turn to another player on the field) ..and shoot when you have their eyes in the shot. The best shots in soccer
are the headers and knee shots, as their eye level will typically be above parallel to the ground which is what we want. Whatever you do, don’t forget to photograph the goal keeper! He/she doesn’t
have much interaction with the entire game, but the anticipation shots in between can still make great shots. 7) Include The Ball! The eyes and the ball are two of the most important compositional
elements in a shot. Then to add to the shot is the expression in the players face. Although it can be difficult to capture, parents of the players are more likely to buy a picture that includes the game ball
in it. 8) Wear an Official Photographer Vest! Make sure you wear a big yellow/orange vest to indicate to people you are the official sports photographer.
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4 Things You Should Know About Focal Length and Composition
Lenses are the eye of your camera. The focal length of a lens (and your point of view) determine how much of the subject your camera sees.
You may already be familiar with the basics, and understand the difference between, say, wide-angle and telephoto lenses, but let’s dive into the the topic a little deeper to see what’s really going on.
There are four fundamental things to know and understand about the focal length and composition.
1. Focal length is not as important as field-of-view
There are two factors that determine the field-of-view of a lens:
The focal length.
The digital sensor or film size
Field-of-view (sometimes called angle-of-view) is far more important than focal length, because it tells you how much of the scene
the lens sees. However, as field-of-view changes according to sensor size, manufacturers tell us the focal length instead. Focal length
is a fixed measurement that doesn’t change (it is literally the distance from the middle of the lens to the focal plane, which is the
sensor).
Here are some practical examples.
Example #1 – 50mm prime lens
A 50mm prime lens has a field-of-view of 47 degrees on a full-frame camera. This field-of-view approximates what we see with our
own eyes. But what happens when you put the 50mm lens on an APS-C camera (crop factor of 1.6x)? The crop factor of the smaller
sensor means that the lens now has a field-of-view of around 30 degrees, making it a short telephoto lens.
This change in field-of-view means that you have to move further away from your subject in order to fit it in the frame, which also
changes the perspective (giving the compressed effect that characterizes short telephoto lenses).
If you want the equivalent of a 50mm lens on an APS-C camera you need to use a focal length of around 31mm, as it has the same
field-of-view (47 degrees).
50mm lens, full-frame camera. The lens has a field-of-view
of 47 degrees.

A prime lens with that focal length doesn’t exist (you could choose between a 28mm or a 35mm depending on whether you wanted
a slightly wider or a tighter field-of-view), but you can set that focal length if you have a zoom.
Example #2 – 21mm lens
The same applies to wide-angle lenses. A 21mm prime lens has a field-of-view of around 92 degrees. That’s a nice wide field-of-view
ideal for landscape photography, or creating images with dramatic perspective.
But put it on an APS-C camera the field of view narrows to around 65 degrees. It’s still a wide-angle, but the effect is much more moderate. It now has nearly the same field-of-view as a 35mm lens does on a full-frame camera
To get the same field-of-view as the 21mm lens (on a full frame) you would use a 14mm lens (on an APS-C camera).

50mm lens, APS-C camera. The same lens has a field of view
of 30 degrees with this camera.

Example #3 – 16mm lenses
It’s even possible to have two lenses with the same focal length, but different fields-of-view (on the same camera).
A 16mm wide-angle lens has a field-of-view of 107 degrees – but a 16mm fisheye has a field-of-view of 180 degrees.
They have the same focal length but each one is designed for a different purpose. The 16mm wide-angle is designed to keep straight lines straight. The
fisheye doesn’t try to do that, and as a result has a much wider field-of-view.
This table shows the field-of-view of common focal lengths with full-frame, APS-C and micro four-thirds cameras.
This photo was taken with a 14mm lens on
an APS-C camera. It has the same field-ofview as a 21mm lens does on a full-frame
camera.

The next points explore the relationship between field-of-view and composition.
2. Wide-angle lenses are lenses of inclusion
You can think of any lens with a field-of-view wider than around 63 degrees as being a wide-angle. That’s 35mm or shorter on a full-frame camera,
20mm on APS-C, and around 18mm on micro four-thirds.
Wide-angle lenses have two characteristics that affect composition:
The wide field-of-view means that you have to move in close to your subject to fill the frame. But, at the same time wide-angle lenses also include
quite a bit of the background. The shorter the focal length, the closer you need to get, and the more background is included.
Wide-angle lenses also appear to have more depth-of-field at any given aperture setting than longer focal lengths (they actually don’t, it has to do
with lens to subject distance which also changes with focal length).

These two factors combine to make wide-angle lenses, ones of inclusion. You can always fit more into the frame with a wide-angle lens, no
matter how close you get to your subject. The background is also more likely to appear more in focus, than it is with longer focal lengths. Getting
in close, creates the dramatic perspective that some photographers love. It emphasizes line, and creates a sense of depth, that images taken with
longer focal lengths can lack.
The slightest change in your point of view makes a dramatic difference to the composition of the photo. The shorter the focal length, the more
this applies. As wide-angle lenses include so much background it can be difficult to simplify the composition and remove all distractions. There’s
no way around it, it’s just a characteristic you have to embrace.

This photo, taken with an 18mm lens (APS-C), includes the buildings, the city wall, the reflection in the water, the city trees disappearing into the
distance, and keeps everything in sharp focus.

3. Telephoto lenses are lenses of exclusion
A telephoto lens is one that has a field-of-view of around 30 degrees or less. That’s around 85mm or longer on a full-frame camera, 50mm on an APS-C camera, and 40mm on micro four-thirds.
Telephoto lenses are ones of exclusion. They have a narrow field-of-view. Fill the frame with your subject, and you won’t get much background in at all. It is also easy to throw the background out of
focus by using a wide aperture, and making sure there is sufficient distance between your subject and the background.
This photo, taken with a 50-150mm lens set to 72 mm (APS-C), shows the woman’s hands and the textiles she is selling. There is not much in the
background at all.
4. Normal lenses occupy the middle ground
Normal lenses, those with a field-of-view somewhere around 55 degrees, occupy the middle ground between wide-angle and telephoto. They don’t
create images with the dramatic perspective that you can obtain with a wide-angle, nor do they exclude the background to the same extent as telephotos.
If you have a normal prime lens you can open the aperture up to defocus the background, sometimes quite dramatically if you get close enough to
the subject. But, you can also often stop down enough to get everything within the frame in focus

I took this photo with a 35mm lens, a normal lens on an APS-C camera. It lacks the
dramatic perspective, and wide field-of-view of the photos taken with wide-angle
lenses. But it includes more of the background and shows less compression than
the photos taken with telephoto lenses.

http://digital-photography-school.com/4-things-you-should-know-about-focal-length-and-composition/

BIRTHDAYS
On Your Birthday We wish for you
that whatever you want most in life,
it comes to you, just the way you
imagined it, or better!
Happy Birthday
05 December - Natasja Jacobs
26 December - Sarina Odendaal
30 December - Igi Badenhorst

THANKS TO THE

F-STOP COMMITTEE
for sponsoring this month’s

Refreshments
January: Wilma & Dawid
February: Theo & Heinrich
March: Anita & Arnold
April: Annaline & Maryna

MONTHLY THEMES
07 DECEMBER 2016: (No Theme)
11 JANUARY 2017: Story in Four
08 FEBRUARY 2017: Wide angle everything
08 March 2017 : Architecture (With a difference)

MEETING DATES
07
11
08
08
12

December 2016
January 2017
February 2017
March
2017
April
2017

SALONS
2016.12.20 - Edenvale International MIROC Salon
2017.01.14 - Sandton Photographic Society Salon
2017.01.28 - Laeveld Fotografieklub Salon
2017.02.11 - Suikerbosrand Salon
2017.02.25 - National Photographic Club AV Salon
2017.02.25 - PSSA National Salon
2017.03.11 - Krugersdorp Camera Club International Salon

JANUARY 2017 THEME: “Story in Four”

Images from:
www.thephotobookprojects.com
www.photoartomation.com
www.checkhookboxing.com
www.craftsy.com
www.pinterest.com
www.kobus.Barnard.co.za
www.Rickus.Barnard.co.za
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KISTEIN, HIENDRICH

2

0

1

2

0

1

WILMA, KEULER

0

11

0

0

0

0

ANTONY, MALIN

0

5

3

0

0

1

2 - STAR E-PHOTO

PICT

NAT

PORT PHOTOJ

AR THEME

KAMFFER, SCHARNE

4

2

2

0

1

3

PIETERS, THEO

4

2

0

0

0

0

V D BERG,KOBUS

2

3

1

0

0

1

VERMEULEN,MARYNA

4

4

1

1

0

0

3 - STAR E-PHOTO

PICT

NAT

PORT PHOTOJ

AR THEME

5 - STAR E-PHOTO

PICT

NAT

PORT PHOTOJ

AR THEME

MACNAMARA, PETER

10

8

1

1

0

5

ODENDAAL, MARTHINUS

18

11

27

12

3

30

ODENDAAL, SARINA

2

0

12

4

0

4

VAN ZYL, HP

7

5

1

15

1

5

5 - STAR HON E-PHOTO

PICT

BARNARD, RICKUS

1 - STAR PRINTS
DE BRUYN, ESAIAS

NAT

9

PICT
1

PORT PHOTOJ

4

NAT
3

1

PORT
2

7

PHOTOJ
0

AR THEME
0

9

AR THEME
0

0

BESTER, ANITA

4

11

2

1

2

6

BESTER, ARNOLD

15

18

2

1

1

12

2 - STAR PRINTS

3

2

3

2

1

4

0

2

1

0

0

0

DE BRUYN, ESAIAS

2

3

0

0

0

0

BESTER, ANITA

HOLLENBACH, DAWID

3

4

4

7

3

4

WERTH, ANNALINE

KOEKEMOER, MONICA

0

0

1

0

0

3

WERTH, ANNALINE

3

3

1

0

1

0

4 - STAR E-PHOTO

PICT

NAT

PORT PHOTOJ

AR THEME

3 - STAR PRINTS

PICT

PICT

NAT

NAT

PORT

PORT

PHOTOJ

PHOTOJ

AR THEME

AR THEME

BESTER, ARNOLD

6

3

0

0

0

4

V D BERG, KOBUS

0

0

0

1

0

1

BADENHORST, IGI

3

24

8

8

0

11

BARNARD, KOBUS

7

18

1

10

0

10

4 - STAR PRINTS

BOND, MALCOLM

6

25

2

0

1

1

V D MERWE, CONNIE

COX, RON

16

24

3

9

0

7

HUDSON, RICHARD

7

5

0

2

0

1

5 - STAR PRINTS

KAMFFER, JACO

4

4

4

1

0

1

ODENDAAL, SARINA

SPINKS, CAROLE

4

55

9

2

0

16

SPINKS, MIKE

8

42

9

1

0

17

5 - STAR PRINTS HON

VD MERWE, CONNIE

3

1

0

0

0

1

ODENDAAL, MARTHINUS

VAN ZYL, PRIM

1

17

1

0

0

3

PICT
3

PICT
9

PICT
4

NAT
0

NAT
1

NAT
2

PORT
0

PORT
31

PORT
17

PHOTOJ
0

PHOTOJ
10

PHOTOJ
9

AR THEME
0

0

AR THEME
0

17

AR THEME
2

11

NOVEMBER CLUB AWARDS
AFDRUKKE/PRINTS
1 STAR
ESAIAS DE BRUYN

SPIRAL

GOLD

BEEN DIGGING

GOLD BEST OF GRADE

SEEDS
MANDJIES FONTEIN
STARWAY TO THE BEDROOM
HALOWEEN COUPLE
HERMANUS

COM
GOLD

ARNOLD BESTER
ARNOLD BESTER
ARNOLD BESTER
ARNOLD BESTER
5 STAR

BEST BEFORE
COLD ONE
COLD STREET
JET STREAMS

GOLD
GOLD
COM BEST OF GRADE & JUNIOR
GOLD

SARINA ODENDAAL

ON THE PARK BENCH

GOLD

SARINA ODENDAAL
5 STAR HON
MARTHINUS ODENDAAL
MARTHINUS ODENDAAL

BOATS ON THE THAMES

GOLD

THE CATHEADRAL
ROLLING OUT THE ROAD
THAMES IN FRONT OF THE
SHARD

GOLD BEST OF GRADE
GOLD

1 STAR
ANTHONY MALIN
ANTHONY MALIN
DANIE BESTER

IBIS
UP ABOVE AND FAR AWAY
COLOURS

GOLD
GOLD
GOLD BEST OF GRADE

DANIE BESTER
DANIE BESTER

NEW LIFE
DRIPLETTS

GOLD
GOLD

ORANGE EXPLOSION
PIENK&WIT GESTREEP
TAKE A BREAK
PAINT WITH FIRE

GOLD
GOLD BEST OF GRADE
GOLD
GOLD

ESAIAS DE BRUYN
2 STAR
ANNELINE WERHT
ANITA BESTER
ANITA BESTER
ANITA BESTER
ANITA BESTER

GOLD
GOLD BEST OF GRADE
GOLD

3 STAR

MARTHINUS ODENDAAL

GOLD BEST OF THEME

E-PHOTOGRAPHY

2 STAR
MONIQUE VD MERWE
MONIQUE VD MERWE
THEO PIETERS
THEO PIETERS
3 STAR
ANITA BESTER
ANITA BESTER
ANITA BESTER
ANNALINE WERTH
ANNALINE WERTH
ANNALINE WERTH
ANNALINE WERTH

EVENTUALLY
SPRING IS HERE
BUBBLE
STAR TRAILS

GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD

NOORDHOEK
SOME VIEW
OVER THE OCEAN

GOLD
GOLD
GOLD

ARNOLD BESTER
ARNOLD BESTER
ARNOLD BESTER
ARNOLD BESTER
DAWID HOLLENBACH
DAWID HOLLENBACH
DAWID HOLLENBACH
ESAIAS DE BRUYN
ESAIAS DE BRUYN
MONICA KOEKEMOER
MONICA KOEKEMOER
MONICA KOEKEMOER
4 STAR
CAROLE SPINKS
CAROLE SPINKS
CAROLE SPINKS
CONNIE VD MERWE
CONNIE VD MERWE
IGI BADENHORST
IGI BADENHORST
IGI BADENHORST
IGI BADENHORST

MUSTANG
PINK FLOWERS
SNOWY NIGHT
WATER DROPS
FLY BY
NOT AIR FORCE 1
OOG OP DIE BAL
BUSHVELD MILKYWAY
GROOT OE
BEE
FREEDOM
FROZEN WATER

GOLD BEST OF THEME
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD BEST OF GRADE
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD

BIG MOUTH
RHINO EYE
THE HUNTER
CAREFUL
ARROW
TENSION
PUNCH
CAGE FIGHT
FIRE KILLER

GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD

KOBUS BARNARD
KOBUS BARNARD
KOBUS BARNARD
KOBUS BARNARD
MIKE SPINKS
MIKE SPINKS
MIKE SPINKS
MIKE SPINKS
PRIM VAN ZYL
PRIM VAN ZYL
RON COX
RON COX
5 STAR

MUSHROOM
SCRATCHING
LEAKING
IN FOR LANDING
BIG HORN
BLACK SHOULDERED KITE
SPOTTED BEAUTY
BATHING
WILDEBEEST
BABY BARBET
STREAMLINED
RED BISHOP

GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
COM BEST OF GRADE
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
GOLD

MARTHINUS ODENDAAL

INSIDE THE CHATHEDRAL

GOLD

MARTHINUS ODENDAAL
RICKUS BARNARD

COMING DOWN
SUIKERBEKKIE

GOLD
GOLD

RICKUS BARNARD
RICKUS BARNARD
SARINA ODENDAAL

COLD STREAM
SUMMER FUN
SWANSEA

BEST OF GRADE, SENIOR&
GOLD EVENING
GOLD
GOLD

SARINA ODENDAAL
SARINA ODENDAAL

WATER IN THE THEMES
LATE AFTERNOON

GOLD
GOLD

What is PSSA?
Mission Statement
The Photographic Society of South Africa was founded in 1954 as a non-profit organization.

PLEASE VISIT:

www.pssa.co.za

PSSA aims:
to bring together all people interested in photography;
to promote the highest possible standards of photography;
to promote the interests of photography amongst all its members.
PSSA represents its members and fosters their interests at all levels.
What is PSSA?
The Photographic Society of South Africa is the officially recognised Body representing photographers in Southern Africa. It is the South African equivalent of the Photographic Society of America to
whom it is affiliated. PSSA is an autonomous Society and through its affiliations affords members contact with the international affairs of photography.
PSSA aims to weld together the photographic and associated efforts of individuals and clubs into one strong unit.
The Society is recognised by Government through the Performing Arts Council. It is consulted on aspects affecting photography in South Africa as well as being able to negotiate protection and exemption for photographic clubs and members.
The Society monitors and censors images deemed unfit for public viewing.
PSSA provides medals to and participates in the organisation of National and International Photographic Salons.
Honours are bestowed and awards made by the Society. These titles and honours are respected throughout the world.
A Photographic Congress is staged each year in conjunction with the Annual General Meeting of the Society. This affords photographers a platform to meet fellow photographers and hear speakers who
are recognised as leading authorities in their particular fields.
The Society is controlled by a Board of Directors elected by the members.
The day to day operations of the Society are carried out by an Executive Committee, which is responsible to the Board of Directors. The Society consists of a number of divisions, which are controlled by
individual Chairmen who are also responsible to the Directors. They must provide a quarterly report to the Executive Committee and Directors.
PSSA publishes a magazine named IMAGE, which covers all aspects of the Society's activities and photography in general.
Annually a directory is published containing the names and addresses of all members and member clubs, together with the Society's Honours and Awards holders.

A copy of the Society's Memorandum and Articles of Association is available on this website under About Us.

Join Today!!!

IMAGE CATEGORIES
ALTERED REALITY (AR): Computer generated images. Manipulated images. Must stimulate the viewer’s mind through creative use of line, form
and colour. PHOTOJOURNALISM (PJ): Storytelling pictures. Documentary Pictures. Human Interest. No manipulation allowed that alters the truth.
Journalistic value of picture weigh more than pictorial quality. NATURE (NA): Wildlife, botanicals, birds, landscapes. No human elements, manipulation, tamed animals, farm or zoo animals, hybrid plants or flowers are allowed. PORTRAIT (PO): Head and shoulders or full figure of person(s) / animal(s). Studio. PICTORIAL (PI): Open category. Images that aren’t defined in any other category. THEME (TH): Subject selected by committee every month. Image creativity is at the discretion of the author but must have relevance to the theme. Manipulation allowed.

IMAGE NAMING
STAR GRADE_CATEGORY_TITLE_NAME AND SURNAME.JPEG
EXAMPLE: 1_NA_Eyes on you_Arnold Bester.JPEG

DIGITAL SIZING
MAXIMUM FILE SIZE:
500kb 72dpi SRGB Colour Space
LANDSCAPE:
Maximum 1024 Pixels on Horizontal Axis
PORTRAIT:
Maximum 768 Pixels on Vertical Axis

PRINT SIZING
The minimum acceptable size for printed images is15 x 20
cm (‘Jumbo’), however the ideal size for club judging is A4
or 10” x 15”. (Slightly smaller than A3).
Mounting of prints is optional.
It is advisable to use neutral colours when mounting prints
as to not detract from the image itself.

JUDGING
& SCORING
BRONZE (1 POINT)
Fair Photo
SILVER (2 POINTS)
Average Photo
GOLD (3 POINTS)
Good Photo,
conforming to all the criteria
COM (5 POINTS)
Excellent Photo, exceeding all the criteria.
BEST OF GRADE (1 Extra Point)
NATIONAL SALON:
ACCEPTANCE: 2 Points
COM: 2 Points
MEDAL: 3 Points
INTERNATIONAL SALON:
ACCEPTANCE: 2 Points
COM: 3 Points
MEDAL: 4 Points

STAR CRITERIA
1 STAR:

PROMOTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
AS YOU MOVE FROM GRADE TO GRADE POINTS DO NOT CARRY FORWARD,
BUT SALON ACCEPTANCES DO.

Correct exposure, in focus,
element of composition, picture clean & well presented.

1-2 STAR:

30 Points 08 Golds/COMS

2 STAR:

2-3 STAR:

60 Points 15 Golds/COMS

3-4 STAR:

80 Points 20 Golds/Coms with 5 Salon Acceptances

3 STAR:

3-4 STAR:

160 Points 40 Golds/Coms with no Salon Acceptances

Correct exposure, in focus, element of composition,
picture clean and well presented, impact (now a strong requirement),
knowledge of when and how to crop when needed.

4-5 STAR:

120 Points 30 Golds/Coms with 25 Salon Acceptances

4-5 STAR:

240 Points 60 Golds/Coms with no Salon Acceptances

4 STAR:

5-5 STAR (Honours):

Should show a full grasp of all the above principles.
Should show work of entry level National Salon Standard.

NOTE:

Correct exposure, in focus, element of composition, picture clean
and well presented, some impact and some knowledge of when to crop.

5 STAR (& HIGHER):
National Salon Standard Entry Level, International Salon Standard.

100 Golds/Coms with 50 Salon Acceptances

3-4 Star Max 18 Per Category

4-5 Star Max 21 Per Category

